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Abstract: Many  (a/&barrel enzymes contain their  conserved 
sequence  regions at  or  around  the  0-strand segments that  are  of- 
ten  preceded  and succeeded by glycines and  prolines, respec- 
tively. a-Amylase is one  of these  enzymes. Its sequences  exhibit 
a very low degree  of  similarity,  but  strong  conservation is seen 
around  its  &strands.  These  conserved  regions were  used  in the 
search  for similarities with  P-strands  of  other  (a/&-barrel  en- 
zymes. The  analysis revealed an  interesting  similarity between 
the  segment  around  the  02-strand  of  a-amylase  and  the  one 
around  the  P4-strand  of  glycolate  oxidase  that  are  flanked in 
loops by glycines and prolines. The similarity can be further ex- 
tended on other  members  of  the  a-amylase  and glycolate  oxi- 
dase  subfamilies,  i.e.,  cyclodextrin  glycosyltransferase  and 
oligo-l,6-glucosidase,  and  flavocytochrome b2, respectively. 
Moreover,  the  a-subunit  of  tryptophan  synthase,  the (a/&- 
barrel  enzyme  belonging  to  the  other  subfamily  of (./& 
barrels,  has  both  investigated  strands,  p2  and p4, similar  to p2 
of  a-amylase  and 64 of glycolate  oxidase.  The possibilities of 
whether  this similarity exists only by chance or is a consequence 
of  some processes during  the  evolution  of  (a/&-barrel pro- 
teins  are briefly discussed. 
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The  question  of parallel (a/@)s-barrel  fold  evolution is still un- 
clear.  Divergent  evolution  (Farber & Petsko, 1990) is favored 
mainly by the active  site  conservation of  different  (a/&-barrel 
enzymes at  the  COOH-terminal  end  of  the  inner  P-barrel  sheet 
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regardless  of the catalytic function of the enzymes. On  the  other 
hand, a general lack of sequence homology among  the individual 
(a-P)x-barrel  proteins  supports  the concept  of  their  convergency 
to a  symmetric and  stable fold (Lesk et al., 1989). The  third pos- 
sibility that  should  be  taken  into  account is the  exon  theory  of 
genes, which is anchored in the  idea  that  proteins evolved by a 
combination  of  exons  coding  for small structural or functional 
units  (Gilbert & Glynias, 1993). It seems acceptable  that  during 
the evolution  of (a/&-barrels all the  three possibilities or their 
combinations  have been  used (Branden, 1991; Farber, 1993; 
Doolittle, 1994). In  these  terms  the  search  for  sequence  homol- 
ogies or, at least, similarities  among these enzymes is of special 
importance. Several groups, such as pyruvate kinase and enolase 
(Lebioda & Stec, 1988), a-amylase (AMY), cyclodextrin glyco- 
syltransferase  (CGT),  and  oligo-l,6-glucosidase  (OGL)  (Mac- 
Gregor & Svensson, 1989; Watanabe et al., 1990), mandelate 
racemase  and  muconate  lactonizing  enzyme  (Neidhart et al., 
1990), glycolate oxidase (GOX) and  flavocytochrome b2 (FCB) 
(Lindqvist et al., 1991), and  indole-3-glycerolphosphate syn- 
thase, N-(5’-phosphoribosyl)-anthranilate isomerase,  and  the 
a-subunit  of  tryptophan synthase  (TSA)  (Wilmanns  et al., 1991), 
have been found  to possess divergency-favoring  common se- 
quence-structural  features.  These groups represent, in fact,  more 
or less independent  subfamilies  of  the  entire present-day fam- 
ily of  (a/&barrel  proteins  as divided by Farber  and  Petsko 
(1990). Some  features  joining  the  subfamilies  of  (a/&-barrels 
have been already recognized: e.g., (1) two  sequence regions 
spanning  their  phosphate  binding sites (Wilmanns et al., 1991); 
(2) the  sequence motif  based on their structurally derived  align- 
ment  (Pickett  et  al., 1992); or (3) five sequence  stretches  corre- 
sponding to  the five conserved regions of  AMY (JaneEek, 1993). 
Nevertheless, until  now no clear sequence-structural evidence has 
been offered  to  demonstrate  the existence  of evolutionary  relat- 
edness  of seemingly unrelated  (a/&-barrel  subfamilies. 

As already  known,  &strands of (a/fl),-barrels are better con- 
served  than  the  a-helices  that  are  more  variable in length  and 
sequence (Lesk et  al., 1989). Therefore  an  attempt was made  to 
investigate  the  sequences of @-strands  of  various  (a/&barrel 
enzymes  for  whether  some  mutual  homology  could  be  found 
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among them.  The detailed results of this analysis will appear 
elsewhere. Here,  the interesting observation of remarkable mu- 
tual similarity between the  strands  02 of AMY and CGT, 04 of 
COX  and FCB, and  both  02  and 04 of TSA as being well 
flanked by glycines and prolines in loops is described and dis- 
cussed from  the evolutionary  point of view. 

AMY  was used as the template (a/&-barrel enzyme (Kine- 
mage 1) in this study because (1) AMY  is the leading member 
of a large subfamily of divergently evolved (a/&barrel starch 
hydrolases and related enzymes with published evolutionary 
trees, and (2) the amino acid  sequences of AMY  possess  very  low 
degrees of similarity (around 10% in general), but,  on the  other 
hand, their  0-strands are strongly conserved (Nakajima et al., 
1986; MacGregor & Svensson, 1989; Jespersen et al., 1993; Jane- 
Eek, 1994a, 1994b; Svensson, 1994).  Of the  0-strands (p2, 03, 
04, 05, 07) of AMY that  are best conserved, the stretch around 
the 02-strand  flanked in loops by glycine and proline residues 
was chosen as the template segment in the search for similari- 
ties among  the  other (ff/b)8-barrelS. The importance of this seg- 
ment is double: (1)  it belongs to  one of the sequence similarities 
in different AMYs and CGTs (MacGregor & Svensson, 1989; 
JaneEek,  1994a), and (2)  it simultaneously constitutes one of the 
characteristic sequential differences allowing discrimination of 
CGTs from AMYs (Jespersen et al., 1993;  JaneEek,  1994b; Jane- 
Eek et al., 1995). Structural  information concerning the enzymes 
from  the AMY subfamily  (AMY, CGT,  OGL) was extracted 
from  the literature (Matsuura et al., 1984;  Kizaki et al., 1993; 
Lawson et al., 1994) and  from  Protein  Data Bank files: 6TAA 
for AMY from Aspergillus oryzae and ICDG for CGT from Ba- 
cillus  circulans strain 25 1. The atomic coordinates of OGL from 
Bacillus  cereus (Kizaki et al., 1993)  were not available from the 
PDB. Structural details of the flavin mononucleotide-dependent 
enzymes (COX  and FCB) were also found in published papers 
(Lindqvist, 1989; Xia & Mathews, 1990; Lindqvist et al., 1991). 
Their PDB files used were lGOX  for spinach COX  and  lFCB 
for FCB from Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Similarly, the data on 
TSA from Salmonella typhimurium were taken from  the liter- 
ature (Hyde et al., 1988) and  from  the relevant PDB file:  IWSY. 

The amino acid region around  the 02-strand of  AMY (Table 1) 
is, in fact, the sequence region between the invariant residues 
G56 and P64 (A .  oryzae AMY numbering) that has been rec- 
ognized as a sequence similarity of AMYs and CGTs (JaneEek, 
1994b) and as a  feature that simultaneously allows discrimina- 
tion of CGTs from AMYs by the specific peptide length from 
glycine to proline (Jespersen et al., 1993;  JaneEek et al., 1995). 
The equivalent sequence stretch of the third (a/&-barrel en- 
zyme from  the AMY subfamily, OGL, is also  added in Ta- 
ble l .  Interestingly, the  other pair of already known homolo- 
gous (a/&barrel enzymes, COX  and FCB, have amino acid 
sequences around their 04-strands similar to those around the 
02-strands of the enzymes from  the AMY subfamily (Table 1). 
The member of the third (a/&-barrel subfamily, TSA, may 
join by its two relevant &strands (02  and 04) AMY, CGT, and 
OGL  on  the  one side and  COX  and FCB on  the other side (cf. 
Table 1). 

In all presented enzymes  (Kinemages 2-S), this stretch is char- 
acterized by two amino acid residues, a glycine at  the  start lo- 
cated in a turn preceding the &strand and a proline at  the end 
positioned 8-1 1 residues from the glycine. Most of the variable 
residues represent conservative substitutions, such as valine,  leu- 
cine, isoleucine and phenylalanine (the  second, fifth,  and sev- 

Table 1. Similarity between the 62- and 04-strands 
of distinct groups of (a/P),-barrel  enzymes 

Enzyme E.C. Sequencea  Structure  Numbering  Length 

AMY 3.2.1.1 GFTAIWITP P2 56-64 9 
CGT 2.4.1.19 CVTAIWISQP 02 70-79 I O  
OGL 3.2.1.10 GIDVIWLSP P2 44-52 9 

"" .. . " ~- ~ ~~ 

~ ~ . ~~ ~~ 

TSA 4.2.1.20 GADALELGVP 02 44-53 10 
TSA 4.2.1.20 G V E A D V P  04 122-132 1 1  

GOX 1.1.3.15 G F K W V D T P  04 148-159 12 
FCB 1.1.2.3 G V K m V D A P  04 273-284 12 

a The  0-strands  are  underlined;  the glycines and  prolines  at  the  starts 
and  the  ends of segments,  respectively, are signified  by  bold  letters. 

enth positions in the stretches shown in Table 1). Secondary 
structure  @-strands) is also well conserved. 

The close homology between  AMY and  CGT on  the  one side 
and  GOX  and FCB  on the  other side has already been mani- 
fested (MacGregor & Svensson, 1989; Lindqvist et al., 1991). 
To demonstrate close similarity between the 02-strand of starch 
hydrolases and related enzymes from the AMY subfamily and 
the 04-strand of the flavin mononucleotide-dependent enzymes, 
the  structures of investigated  segments were superimposed 
(Fig. 1; Kinemages 2-5). Although the overlaps indicate  a high 
level of mutual similarity, they do not answer the question of 
why this similarity occurs. Basically, two principally different 
explanations are possible: chance or a homology. 

A  chance likeness of the 0-strand segments shown in Table 1 
is the simplest explanation.  Indeed,  other (a$),-barrel enzymes 
also have their /3-strands flanked in loops of  glycines and pro- 
lines, such as ribulose-l,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase 
(Schneider et al., 1990) and N-acetyl-neuraminate lyase (ANL) 
(Izard et al., 1994), and there are several others in  which  gly- 
cines and prolines flanking the strands in loops are hardly traced 
or the distance between the two amino acid residues is too long, 
e.g., pyruvate kinase (Muirhead et al., 1986) and xylanase (Har- 
ris et al., 1994). The presence of the two 0-strands (02 and p4) 
in TSA (Table 1) could be  used  as an argument against the even- 
tuality that the studied similarity exists only by chance. There 
is a very  high degree of mutual sequence similarity (four iden- 
tical residues and four conservative substitutions by introduc- 
ing a gap between G51 and V52 in the  02-strand, i.e., 73%, as 
well as with the 02-strand of  AMY, CGT, and  OGL  and the p4- 
strand of COX  and FCB. All of these segments are very simi- 
lar  also from  the structural  point of  view like those that  are 
shown overlapped in Figure 1 and Kinemages 2-5.  As far as the 
orientation of terminating prolines is concerned, they are not 
equally distant from  the invariant glycines and therefore they 
are not  structurally  equivalent. 

The second argument against a chance likeness  is the fact that 
there are  about 10 other (a/&,-barrel enzymes that have just 
the 02-strand flanked in loops by  glycines and prolines (5. Jane- 
Eek, unpubl.). And finally, the segment around  the 04-strand 
of the recently recognized (a/&-barrel enzyme, ANL  (Izard 
et al., 1994), which belongs neither to the AMY subfamily  nor 
to the flavin mononucleotide-dependent enzymes, has the se- 
quence GFDAVSAVTP (04-strand  underlined), which is re- 
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Fig. 1. Stereo views of &strand  segments of nonhomol- 
ogous (ru/&barrel enzymes. A: The  04-strand of GOX 
from  spinach  (thin  lines;  sequence:  148-GFKAIALT) is 
overlapped  on  the  02-strand  of  AMY  from A .  oryzae 
(thick  lines;  sequence:  56-GFTAIWIT). B: The  04-strand 
of  FCB  from S. cerevisiue (thin  lines;  sequence: 273- 
GVKALFVT) is overlapped on  the  02-strand  of  CGT 
from B. circulans (thick lines; sequence: 70-GVTAIWIS). 
The overlaps were based on  the  superposition of the  back- 
bone  atoms,  i.e., N, C,, C o  (for eight  amino  acid resi- 
dues,  i.e.,  24  atom  pairs).  The  RMS  deviations  were 
calculated  with  the  program  ALCHEMY  (Tripos  Associ- 
ates, Inc.) and  the overlaps were displayed with the  program 
HYPERCHEM  (Autodesk,  Inc.).  The  RMS  deviations 
are 0.506 A  for  segment  overlap  of GOX on  AMY  and 
0.766 A for segment overlap of FCB  on  CGT.  When  com- 
paring  the  mutually exchanged pairs, Le.,  AaMY with FCB 
and  CGT with GOX, these values are  0.706  A  and 0.541 A ,  
respectively. 

markably similar to those listed in Table 1. Moreover, two other 
proteins,  dihydrodipicolinate  synthase and MosA (an enzyme 
implicated in rhizopine synthesis), which have been suggested 
to share  a similar structure of ANL (Izard et al., 1994), also have 
stretches starting with glycine and ending with proline residues, 
GIVGCLTVTP and GADGVLIVSP, respectively, in the region 
equivalent to its 04-strand. Because the  atomic coordinates of 
ANL  are not yet available from PDB, the relevant  segments can- 
not be compared structurally. Nevertheless, in the light of com- 
parison of AMY, CGT, TSA, GOX, and FCB, the segment 
structural similarity of ANL with the rest of enzymes should be 
forthcoming. 

Although the eventuality of a  chance similarity seems to be 
less probable, the above-presented arguments do not address the 
nature of the evolutionary relatedness of these enzymes caused 
by a possible homology between their P-strands. The aim of this 
contribution was, however, neither to align the  &strands of 
(c~/P)~-barrel enzymes (for this, see, e.g.,  Pickett et al., 1992; 

Taylor et al., 1994; Sergeev & Lee, 1994) nor to specify the types 
of evolutionary relationships among them (for  this, see, e.g., 
Farber & Petsko, 1990; Branden, 1991; Farber, 1993). The main 
aim was to demonstrate  the  observation of sequence-structural 
similarity (although limited) between seemingly unrelated  sub- 
families  of  (a//3),-barrel  enzymes.  In these terms the possibility 
of shifting the main elements of secondary structure (P-strands) 
relative to each other while retaining their fold in divergently 
evolved (c~/@~-barrel enzymes (Chothia, 1988) should  also be 
taken into account. It seems possible that sequence similarities 
do occur in (c~//3)~-barrels, but due to their very long evolution- 
ary history and distantly related functions the homologous 
amino acid residues have adopted different structural  and/or 
functional roles. Paradoxically, to be successful in the search 
for homology among  different  (c~/@)~-barrel  proteins,  one 
probably cannot produce sequence alignments that are as strictly 
structurally  satisfactory as is necessary when working with 
clearly homologous sequences. 
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